1. I ---- Greg to come over this difficult situation because I'm his closest friend.
   A) was able to help
   B) am not able to help
   C) needn't help
   D) must help
   E) can't help

2. Sam, you ---- right now because it is past midnight, and you have school tomorrow.
   A) are able to sleep
   B) can't sleep
   C) may be sleeping
   D) may sleep
   E) should be sleeping

3. I don't think anyone ---- this code because it is too long and complicated.
   A) can break
   B) must be breaking
   C) will have to break
   D) might be breaking
   E) has to break

4. I hate maths, but I ---- these forty pages for the exam next Wednesday.
   A) could be studying
   B) have to study
   C) can study
   D) have had to study
   E) needn't study

5. Colour-blind people ---- certain colours that normal people ----.
   A) didn't have to see / must
   B) shouldn't see / were
   C) aren't able to see / can
   D) may not see / had better
   E) needn't see / should

6. You ---- what there is in this box, but I won't say it until the end of this presentation.
   A) had to wonder
   B) must be wondering
   C) have had to wonder
   D) ought to wonder
   E) were able to wonder

7. We ---- shelter in a cave during the thunderstorm before we ---- on with the trekking.
   A) are able to seek / may go
   B) can seek / had to go
   C) had to seek / could go
   D) ought to be seeking / might go
   E) may seek / have to go

8. The battery of the car ---- dead because I ---- the engine.
   A) can't be / mustn't start
   B) may be / needn't start
   C) must be / shouldn't start
   D) might be / can't start
   E) shouldn't be / had better not start
9. ---- going on a picnic some other day as the weather is not very good today?
   A) Let me
   B) How about
   C) Why don’t we
   D) Let’s
   E) Shall we

10. I would ---- waited a bit more before you give up on your hopes and dreams.
    A) rather you
    B) prefer
    C) sooner we had
    D) rather
    E) prefer him

11. Ella says she would ---- remain unemployed than ---- as a shop assistant.
    A) sooner / to work
    B) rather / work
    C) sooner / have worked
    D) rather / working
    E) prefer / working

12. ---- have tuna with salad for lunch if you haven’t cooked anything yet?
    A) We could
    B) How about
    C) Let’s
    D) What about
    E) Shall we

13. A: ---- you mind if I ---- you a personal question?
    B: No, not at all.
    A) Would / asked
    B) Do / asked
    C) Would / ask
    D) Do / asking
    E) Could / ask

14. I ---- ten kilometres every morning when I was young, but now, I ---- up the stairs to the third floor.
    A) had to run / should not go
    B) was able to run / mustn’t go
    C) should be running / may not go
    D) could run / can’t go
    E) was able to run / needn’t go

15. It was so cold yesterday morning, but luckily, I ---- long for the bus.
    A) shouldn’t be waiting
    B) couldn’t wait
    C) wasn’t able to wait
    D) needn’t wait
    E) didn’t have to wait

16. You urgently ---- your dentist; you ---- it forever.
    A) need to see / can’t delay
    B) must see / had better delay
    C) should see / needn’t delay
    D) can see / shouldn’t delay
    E) may see / couldn’t delay
1. Unfortunately, we ---- in touch with Jack ever since he went to Indonesia last month.

A) haven’t been able to get  
B) didn’t have to get  
C) needn’t have got  
D) haven’t had to get  
E) mustn’t have got

2. When he understood that he was wrong, Liam ---- to me for blaming me.

A) had better apologise  
B) could apologise  
C) has had to apologise  
D) should apologise  
E) had to apologise

3. Mars ---- life two billion years ago, but we do not have enough data to support this hypothesis.

A) has been able to support  
B) may have supported  
C) should have been supporting  
D) can support  
E) must be supporting

4. We ---- to that movie because it is a romantic comedy, and you ---- it.

A) would rather not go / may like  
B) cannot go / can’t have liked  
C) may not be going / mustn’t like  
D) needn’t go / shouldn’t have liked  
E) had better not go / might not like

5. Paula ---- to the hairdresser’s because she was there yesterday.

A) mustn’t go  
B) wasn’t able to go  
C) could not go  
D) hasn’t been able to go  
E) can’t have gone

6. A: I wonder if you ---- me with the photocopying.  
   B: I’m sorry but I ---- writing this report urgently.

A) could help / need to finish  
B) can help / may finish  
C) should help / must finish  
D) would help / might finish  
E) might help / could finish

7. Adam ---- for two hours at the dentist’s because there were six other patients before him.

A) should have waited  
B) has had to wait  
C) must be waiting  
D) had had to wait  
E) may be able to wait

8. Since a repair ---- very cheap either, we ---- as well buy a new TV set.

A) needn’t be / should  
B) had better not be / might  
C) oughtn’t to be / can  
D) will not be / may  
E) wouldn’t be / will
9. A: I ---- to the supermarket to buy a few things for this recipe. ---- get you something too?
B: A bag of crisps would be nice.
   A) can go / Will I
   B) am able to go / Would I
   C) may be going / Let’s
   D) had better go / How about
   E) have to go / Shall I

10. We ---- much higher download speeds when we switch to 5G.
    A) will have to get
    B) should have been getting
    C) will be able to get
    D) might have got
    E) could have got

11. Judging from the patient’s crushed chest, something ---- on him.
    A) ought to fall
    B) should have fallen
    C) may be falling
    D) must have fallen
    E) would rather fall

12. Mike ---- his own car to go downtown because Larry gave him a lift.
    A) didn’t have to take
    B) couldn’t take
    C) hadn’t been able to take
    D) might not be taking
    E) shouldn’t take

13. Sally ---- the secret word in the game of hangman when she had only one chance left.
    A) can guess
    B) was able to guess
    C) had better guess
    D) has been able to guess
    E) could be guessing

14. You ---- formally in the office; you ---- casual clothes if you like.
    A) may not dress / could be wearing
    B) needn’t dress / must be wearing
    C) ought to dress / may wear
    D) don’t have to dress / can wear
    E) are able to dress / mustn’t wear

15. Diane ---- the curtains because they still looked quite clean.
    A) has had to wash
    B) isn’t able to wash
    C) mustn’t wash
    D) shouldn’t be washing
    E) needn’t have washed

16. You keep typing on your phone, so you ---- to me, Steve.
    A) aren’t allowed to listen
    B) could have listened
    C) can’t be listening
    D) might not listen
    E) had better not listen
1. You ---- your PC because of that virus; a good antivirus program ---- it easily in a few minutes.
   A) shouldn’t format / could have cleaned
   B) weren’t able to format / must clean
   C) needn’t have formatted / could clean
   D) don’t need to format / must be cleaning
   E) can’t format / may have cleaned

2. A: ---- you mind my turning up the music a bit?
   B: I’d rather ----. I’m trying to concentrate on my work.
   A) Would / not do it
   B) Do / you didn’t
   C) Would / not to do it
   D) Do / didn’t
   E) Will / you not to

3. Bruce ---- a car because he ---- the company car outside of business hours too.
   A) didn’t have to own / should have used
   B) can’t have owned / will have to use
   C) didn’t need to own / was allowed to use
   D) won’t be able to own / had had to use
   E) can’t own / could use

4. You ---- worrying about what other people ---- about you; do whatever you do just for yourself.
   A) had to stop / should think
   B) should be stopping / must think
   C) could stop / had better think
   D) ought to stop / may think
   E) might stop / must be thinking

5. Tim ---- more than five times in the shooting gallery, but he ---- the target even once.
   A) might have shot / isn’t able to hit
   B) may be shooting / can’t have hit
   C) should have shot / needn’t hit
   D) could shot / mustn’t hit
   E) must have shot / couldn’t hit

6. A: ---- have some more cookies?
   B: No, thanks. I’ve had enough. I ---- any more.
   A) Would you like to / can’t eat
   B) Do you want to / shouldn’t have eaten
   C) Would you like to / must have eaten
   D) Do you want to / didn’t need to eat
   E) Why don’t you / can’t have eaten

7. It’s amazing that people in the Middle Ages ---- buildings without the modern technology we have today.
   A) would sooner have constructed
   B) have had to construct
   C) were able to construct
   D) have been able to construct
   E) must be constructing

8. You ---- there at four sharp because I’m sure we ---- the meeting before half past four anyway.
   A) had better not be / can’t have started
   B) mustn’t be / may not have started
   C) don’t need to be / hadn’t had to start
   D) needn’t be / weren’t allowed to start
   E) don’t have to be / won’t be able to start
9. I would sooner ______ than lie, and you ______ that before you decided to involve me in your dirty trick.

A) die / ought to have known
B) have died / must know
C) die / should be knowing
D) to die / ought to know
E) to have died / should have known

10. As our family ______ a big enough house when we were young, the four of us ______ the same room.

A) may not afford / must have shared
B) needn’t afford / could be sharing
C) can’t afford / will have to share
D) couldn’t afford / had to share
E) didn’t need to afford / can share

11. You ______ without thinking it over thoroughly, or you ______ with worse problems.

A) may not act / have had to deal
B) wouldn’t like to act / had to deal
C) needn’t have acted / can deal
D) can’t act / must have dealt
E) mustn’t act / will have to deal

12. I ______ a few chess games against my father, but actually, he ______ them on purpose just to make me happy.

A) have been able to win / may have lost
B) was able to win / can be losing
C) could win / should have lost
D) could have won / must lose
E) was able to win / had to lose

13. Some of you ______ a few very important points of this lecture, so I ______ over them briefly.

A) must be missing / had to go
B) could have missed / could have gone
C) must miss / have had to go
D) may have missed / had better go
E) would rather miss / should be going

14. I’d ______ my parents allowed me to go online on weekdays, but they ______.

A) prefer / don’t
B) sooner / didn’t
C) like / wouldn’t
D) prefer / aren’t
E) rather / don’t

15. We ______ everywhere along this coast before there was so much pollution in the sea.

A) had been able to swim
B) should be swimming
C) had had to swim
D) must have swum
E) had better not swim

16. The train ______ here by now, but it has been late for more than five minutes already.

A) may be
B) will have to be
C) should be
D) can be
E) must have been
1. I will not be able to make it on time. Do you mind ----?
   A) to postpone our meeting until two days later
   B) my arriving at your party half an hour late
   C) if I was late for the meeting for a few minutes
   D) take a taxi instead of the bus because it will be faster
   E) if we came together some other day next week

2. ---- ever since he sold his car two months ago.
   A) My next-door neighbour had not been able to buy a new one
   B) Oliver had had it for more than fifteen years
   C) Sam says he didn’t need to worry about the fuel prices
   D) He should ask me before he does such a thing
   E) Zack has had to go everywhere on foot

3. When I have enough experience in this field, ----.
   A) I’m sure I will be able to find much better-paying jobs
   B) I didn’t need to work for such a small salary
   C) I have had to work at that company for two years
   D) I have been working six days a week for three years
   E) they should give me a raise now or I will quit

4. ----, so you should sit somewhere while you are drinking it.
   A) You can’t get another glass of orange juice
   B) I don’t want you to spill that Coke on the carpet
   C) I would rather not walk around with the food and drink in my hand
   D) You might not have stained the furniture
   E) You can’t have spilled your drink everywhere

5. Since the money his family gave him was not enough, ----.
   A) many students didn’t need to find a way to earn some money
   B) they might not have been as poor as you thought they were
   C) Walter had to find a part-time job when he was in college
   D) he didn’t have to worry about how much money he spent
   E) Luke had better find a job and earn some more

6. ---- because we do not know how much we have.
   A) She needn’t have checked the fridge to see how much milk there was
   B) We may actually run out of fuel at any moment
   C) We needed to add ink to the printer’s tank
   D) We don’t need to have plenty of time to clean the garage
   E) The paint in the box could be enough for the whole room
7. You can always trust Peter when he promises something, ----.
   A) and someone should warn you about that
   B) but he has always been able to deliver his promises
   C) yet you needed to get help from someone
   D) so I would sooner not trust anyone when I do it
   E) for he successfully finishes anything he starts

10. ---- because I know that she was at home.
   A) Would you mind giving me a call when you arrive at the cinema
   B) Jane must be at the hairdresser’s right now
   C) You must have rung the wrong doorbell
   D) We had better call Sally to make sure she is not out
   E) You can’t be with Betty at the moment, Judy

8. ----, so you need to be very careful when you are using it.
   A) Tablets are so easy to use that even a baby can do it
   B) The glue which you are holding in your hand is extremely strong
   C) You can remove the bulb now as I have switched it off
   D) You should have written the document with a pencil instead of a pen
   E) I ought to put the knives away so that the kids can’t find them

11. I would rather take the ferry which is leaving now ----.
   A) because I had missed the earlier one by five minutes
   B) but it actually took longer than I had planned
   C) rather than hang around and wait for the next one
   D) than follow the other route and drive forty kilometres
   E) to choosing the motorway and losing more time

9. Mike doesn’t like his new flat and says he would sooner ----.
   A) paid more but lived closer to the city centre
   B) have stayed in his previous one than moved into this one
   C) to move into a smaller one because it is too big for one person
   D) travelled a long distance to work than lived there
   E) have moved into it much earlier as it is so comfortable

12. ---- because the shops are open till 10 pm tonight.
   A) We had to be quick if we needed to buy something
   B) You needn’t have been in a hurry to finish the shopping so early
   C) You can’t find everything you need in these supermarkets
   D) Many people arrive home from work after nine o’clock
   E) Very few people may need to buy something late at night
There are so many interesting things that the human body and mind. Daniel Kish is a good example for this. Daniel is like you and me. He is blind, and yet, if you saw him walking around by himself, you wouldn’t notice that he is blind. Since he all his daily routines without any help for most of his life, he an extraordinary skill. He sees just like bats. He makes clicking sounds with his tongue and interpret the sounds that come back to him. In this way, he never about bumping into anything.

1. A) should have achieved  
   B) must achieve  
   C) needn’t achieve  
   D) had been able to achieve  
   E) can achieve

2. A) couldn’t have seen  
   B) needn’t see  
   C) isn’t able to see  
   D) mustn’t see  
   E) oughtn’t to see

3. A) isn’t able to do  
   B) has had to do  
   C) might not do  
   D) may be doing  
   E) should have done

4. A) has been able to develop  
   B) needn’t have developed  
   C) couldn’t develop  
   D) must develop  
   E) should be developing

5. A) may be worrying  
   B) can worry  
   C) shouldn’t worry  
   D) has to worry  
   E) might have worried

6. A) must have noticed  
   B) couldn’t notice  
   C) may be noticing  
   D) are allowed to notice  
   E) should have been noticing

7. A) didn’t need to smell  
   B) can’t smell  
   C) oughtn’t to smell  
   D) weren’t able to smell  
   E) needn’t smell

8. A) isn’t liking  
   B) won’t like  
   C) hasn’t liked  
   D) didn’t like  
   E) doesn’t like

9. A) might have seemed  
   B) needn’t seem  
   C) may seem  
   D) must be seeming  
   E) can’t seem

10. A) ought to have waited  
    B) can wait  
    C) may be waiting  
    D) should wait  
    E) must have waited

If you have ever smelled a violet, you that the smell survives for only a few seconds. That is not because the scent actually goes away. You just it for longer than a few seconds. The scent from this particular flower comes from iodine, which is something your brain very much. Your scent receptors are shut off when they sense this chemical compound, and you are unable to smell the flower. It to you as if the scent has died, but it is still there. You for a short while in order to be able to smell them again.
People are aware that a flea is pretty good at jumping. However, you (11)---- aware of how good they are at this and how you (12)---- it to your jumping skills. It has been estimated that the flea (13)---- 350 times its body length, which admittedly seems impossible to believe. In order to make it simpler to understand, we can put it this way: you (14)---- the length of a football field in one jump to achieve the same thing. Who knows? Perhaps one day in the future, we (15)---- high-tech equipment to achieve this remarkable skill and beat the fleas in jumping.

11. A) can be  
B) must have been  
C) may not be  
D) had better not be  
E) had to be

12. A) could compare  
B) were able to compare  
C) have to compare  
D) had better compare  
E) need to compare

We sometimes use ‘bucks’ to mean US Dollars, but where does the term come from? To answer that, we (16)---- back to the earliest days of the settlers. Although money was in circulation, you (17)---- with animal skins as well. In those days, people (18)---- deerskin, in other words, buckskin. It was actually quite common. To give you an idea how much a ‘buck’ was worth, in 1748, you (19)---- five bucks to obtain some alcohol. It seems that the term (20)---- on since then, and it is certainly a pretty cool way to describe currency.

16. A) should have gone  
B) must have gone  
C) may be going  
D) have to go  
E) can go

17. A) are able to pay  
B) may pay  
C) can’t pay  
D) should be paying  
E) could pay

13. A) may be jumping  
B) has been able to jump  
C) can jump  
D) might be jumping  
E) must jump

18. A) are using  
B) used  
C) have used  
D) use  
E) had used

14. A) may cover  
B) need to cover  
C) could have covered  
D) should be covering  
E) can cover

19. A) had to give  
B) might give  
C) must be giving  
D) have to give  
E) should give

15. A) has been able to develop  
B) will be able to develop  
C) must have developed  
D) was able to develop  
E) should have developed

20. A) catches  
B) used to catch  
C) has caught  
D) was catching  
E) is catching
1. I was able to find the missing key when I did not need it anymore.
   A) The key that I had lost was still missing, but I didn’t need it at the time.
   B) As I don’t need the lost key anymore, I needn’t look for it now.
   C) I could find the lost key when it was not necessary anymore.
   D) I still haven’t been able to find the key that I have needed for so long.
   E) I don’t need to look for the key that I lost long ago anymore because I have found it.

2. The road doesn’t seem familiar to me, so I’m sure we are driving on the wrong one.
   A) I’ve never driven along this road, so this may not be the right direction to go.
   B) We might be on the right road because this is the one that I am familiar with.
   C) We are not driving on the right road, so I must have made a mistake to say that it is familiar.
   D) You can’t be familiar with the road because I’m sure you are driving to somewhere else.
   E) We must be driving on the wrong road because this one is unfamiliar to me.

3. You should start studying, or you won’t be able to finish before bedtime.
   A) You ought to have begun studying by now because you will have to go to bed soon.
   B) You should go to bed soon, but you are still studying.
   C) It’s bedtime soon, so you had better not start studying now.
   D) You had to start to study long before it was bedtime so that you had enough time.
   E) In order to be able to finish it before you go to bed, you had better begin studying now.

4. She has had to be in bed for a week because of her terrible backache.
   A) She has had a terrible backache for a week, so she had better not leave the bed yet.
   B) She had a terrible ache in her back, so she couldn’t get out of bed last week.
   C) Last week, she had to stay in bed for a week because she had a very bad backache.
   D) Her back has ached so badly for a week that she hasn’t been able to leave the bed.
   E) She hurt her back and stayed in bed last week, but it still hurts terribly.
5. Would you mind holding these bags while I find the keys?

A) Do you mind if I hold the bags while you find the keys?
B) I can’t find the keys with these bags in my hand, can you?
C) Shall I help you find the keys dropping these bags briefly?
D) Can you please hold these bags so I can look for the keys?
E) Why don’t you give me those bags so that you can look for the keys?

8. It is possible that Harper and you have met before because you have mutual friends.

A) There are so many people that you and Harper both know, so I am sure you know each other.
B) It’s strange that you and Harper haven’t met before because you have mutual friends.
C) You have met each other’s friends several times, so you must know Harper.
D) Harper must know you because he also knows many of your friends.
E) Harper and you might have met before because you have common friends.

6. Shall we play video games at my place for a change?

A) How about going somewhere other than my house to play video games?
B) Let’s do something else instead of playing video games at my place.
C) I suggest that we go to my house instead of playing video games.
D) What about playing a different video game at my place this time?
E) Why don’t we do something else and go to my house to play video games?

9. I advise you to wait and see before you make any comments on the issue.

A) It was wrong that you made those comments on the issue without waiting for the right moment.
B) You shouldn’t have commented on this matter until you were completely sure.
C) You ought to wait and see before you comment about the issue.
D) I would sooner not make any comments about the issue until it is the right time.
E) You must have made comments about the issue when you shouldn’t have.

7. I would rather I didn’t have to wear this ugly school uniform.

A) I would sooner have not put on this ugly school uniform today.
B) I have to wear this ugly school uniform, and I don’t like it at all.
C) I had to wear an ugly uniform at school which I didn’t like.
D) I may not wear this school uniform because it is so ugly.
E) I had better not wear it because I don’t like this school uniform.

10. Ege had been able to play football much better before he broke his leg.

A) Ege was much better at playing football until he broke his leg.
B) Ege used to play football successfully, but he has broken his leg.
C) Ege’s leg is broken now, so he won’t be able to play football successfully for some time.
D) Ege can play football very well, but he couldn’t when he broke his leg.
E) Ege broke his leg, so he hasn’t been able to play it successfully for months.
1. You ---- with Jason for a year because he ---- at this company for only three months.
   A) shouldn’t have worked / is
   B) didn’t have to work / will be
   C) may be working / had been
   D) had better work / was
   E) can’t have worked / has been

2. Sally said I ---- with her until I found a suitable apartment for myself, but I ---- her offer.
   A) can stay / had had to refuse
   B) will be able to stay / can refuse
   C) could stay / had to refuse
   D) needn’t stay / must refuse
   E) should stay / had better not refuse

3. You ---- sure that everything goes well during the organization because so many things ---- wrong.
   A) should make / may go
   B) had to make / can go
   C) can make / must go
   D) were able to make / might go
   E) have to make / might have gone

4. The police have interrogated everyone, but they ---- enough clues to arrest anybody for this murder.
   A) shouldn’t have found
   B) ought not to find
   C) mustn’t find
   D) hadn’t had to find
   E) have not been able to find

5. You ---- a brief speech at the beginning of the ceremony, so you ---- a short text for it.
   A) have to give / can’t have prepared
   B) will have to give / had better prepare
   C) must give / had had to prepare
   D) could be giving / were able to prepare
   E) must have given / can’t prepare

In today’s world, we try not to eat anything that (6)---- its expiration date. However, eating something that is only few days older than it (7)---- is nothing to worry about. Back in 1984, a group of scientists decided to prepare food from some buffalo meat that (8)---- frozen for at least 30 thousand years. They cooked and ate it. None of them reported any bad effects from having done it, so it seems that we (9)---- the expiration date of foods. After all, that buffalo meat dating back to 30 thousand years ago (10)---- bad a long time ago.

6. A) had to be passing
   B) can’t have passed
   C) should be passing
   D) needn’t have passed
   E) might have passed

7. A) should be
   B) may have been
   C) mustn’t be
   D) can’t have been
   E) had to be

8. A) had better remain
   B) ought to remain
   C) may be remaining
   D) must have remained
   E) can remain

9. A) were able to exaggerate
   B) might be exaggerating
   C) are able to exaggerate
   D) had better be exaggerating
   E) mustn’t have exaggerated

10. A) must go
    B) should have gone
    C) can’t go
    D) may be going
    E) must be going
11. Dave has had to deal with a lot of bureaucracy ----.
   A) when he wanted to get a visa for traveling to the USA
   B) after he had adopted a cute little stray dog
   C) since he decided to start his own business
   D) before he was finally able to open this shop
   E) as he hadn’t been able to prepare all the documents yet

12. ---- because she hasn’t congratulated me on it yet.
   A) Diane may know that Kevin and I got married
   B) I haven’t been able to tell Nancy about my engagement
   C) You must have told your sister about my new job
   D) Helen should have been with us to celebrate my graduation
   E) Leslie must be very jealous of my promotion

13. I am a bit busy today, so would you mind ----?
   A) asked for some advice with the work I am doing
   B) if we met tomorrow after five o’clock instead
   C) excusing you as I have a change of plan
   D) if I call you later this afternoon as I will be free then
   E) refusing your kind invitation for this afternoon

14. ---- because this one does not seem to be mine.
   A) I had had to look close to tell which phone is mine
   B) I can’t have left my wallet at the restaurant we had dinner
   C) We are the same size, so my brother and I can wear each other’s clothes
   D) I may have put on Paul’s jacket by mistake at the party last night
   E) Mary was wearing a dress that was the same colour as mine

15. You needn’t have taken so many clothes with you because we will be away for a single day.
   A) Don’t take too many clothing items with you because we will not be staying for longer than a day.
   B) We stayed there for only one day, but you took such a lot of clothes with you.
   C) We are only going to stay there for one day, but you unnecessarily took so many clothes with you.
   D) You don’t need to take so many clothes with you if you are not planning to stay for longer than a day.
   E) You should take a few more clothes with you because we may end up staying for longer than only a day.

16. It is not possible that Patricia forgot to inform Hugh about the postponement of the meeting.
   A) Hugh can’t have known that the meeting was postponed because Patricia hadn’t told him so.
   B) Patricia was not allowed to give Hugh any information about the postponement of the meeting until later.
   C) It wasn’t possible for Patricia to tell Hugh that they had to postpone the meeting.
   D) Patricia shouldn’t have forgotten to inform Hugh about the postponement of the meeting.
   E) Patricia can’t have forgotten to tell Hugh that the meeting had been postponed.